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.’I‘hepresent invention greletes generally to feed 
constructions, and more “particularly to ‘novel 
ieegl constnuctions ,;for moving cartons lend the 
like withoutdamageto cartons and Without:jam 
mine er damaging the‘ construction 

the ‘present novel fees ‘construe 
hpvel esollepsibls "1111s assembled 
link“ chain and biased to is her» 

on ‘wherein face pqriion 

I11 I summary, 

with a movable 

vro the ehsin t9 (provide is pushing surfase to 
PROP-:91 containers “and vthe like,‘ such ‘8-‘S'<tl1l'91.!gl'l 
various types oI-‘prossssihe'or‘hendlins machines‘ 
The “his is shllspsihls ‘with: respect to the 01min, 
thus slimihe'tinef?henhssihilityw :Qf damage tome 
container when the irelhtiyshositions ‘sf this @011 
:a-iher the insane vsuch that thesidss of the 
“container rather thsnthe rear end is contested 
‘by the ilus- In thenpar?isular adaptation illus 
tmted hsrsintheehaih his so humans and h 
arrangement .is ‘mended for 1elitismattics-11y ~e0l~ 
lspsinethe lueses ih-hsssss around a shrosket 1st 
thescarrton neqeiy-ingend-of the ,feeel ,const_1'uc 
mom-which eliminates thepossibility of the engu 
l-arspprosch OI the we toward the canton, tor‘ the 
like,‘ causing damage thereto 
It is an . ohj ect of n the present invention to pro 

yide ‘a novelsfeed construction‘including a eol~ 
,lapsibleilug assembled with a‘ link shin-in which ‘ is 
.bi‘asedto anemia-1opsrstinslposition in which "it 

endsléiwsy-dfrpmemi at iris-ht angles 

o". 

is adapted its engage the ‘rear end or s cartoon, or ‘ 
the like, for prqpellinslthe "same ‘in the ‘direc 
tion of movement of the chain. 

. “It isuanother object ‘of ‘the invention‘ to provide 
a ‘novel ‘collapsible lfeedflugior aSsembly‘with a ‘ - 
“linxncnainiorthe like which is biase‘d‘into a posi 
‘tion'for‘pushing engagement with ‘a, cartonfbnt 
"which, ‘upon "Contact with ‘the ‘sides-pf switch, 
WijlI'be depressed'or'folded to ‘a position wherein 
‘relative "movement between ‘the chain and the 
carton will‘not cause damage to the'iatt‘er; 

It isanother object to provide a novel ‘feed ‘con 
stru‘cti'on‘inciuding a chainen'd ‘a plurality of 
‘spaced propelling lugs connected thereto which 
are ‘collapsible vin 1a mannerto "permit the push~ 

‘ ing‘o'f- a~carton>therepast in one direction? but not 
invithe'other. 

TIt is=anotherlobject‘toprovide wnovel‘feedcon 
struction-llcomprising "a sprocket (‘assembly ‘and 
spaced collapsible 'llu‘gs connected to said chain‘ 
in whichvsaid Jugs ware ‘automatically depressed 
Awhilepassing‘around‘oneof thevsprockets. 
~J-Qther‘ obj cots-sane to‘ provide a ‘feed :construc— 

‘ti'on ‘including ‘a ‘ocollapsible lug wc'onstruction 
“which is :relativel-yinexpehsive to manufacture 

150 

555 

end to assemble withsllihk sham; which may he 
hem. secreted st plzedetermined points in‘its hath 
of 47I‘?VB1,'9J;.1d‘Whi91li$ simple and depshdshlshl 
‘its eperetionof eneaeine‘snd propelling csrthhs 
101-‘ the“ like. ‘ ' 

The ‘foregoing end ether ‘objects and -~sdvah 
tases are “appsrshtnfmm ‘the efoliowine deswchripe 
hon tsksn the-‘racsQmpanyme drawings. ‘in 
which: ‘ V 

Fig» :1 is wdiagramms?s top ,l-plahview of h9g1‘? 
ton ?ap sealing machine ‘ihWI‘KPQTQ'QiIIS h ifssld 
construct-ion by whishsartons ‘or the like ‘are 
prep-shed thsrsthrhush vwhiqh ilsonstmlsted in 
essssssnse with the‘tsschings .ofthe presentin 
Wlhtion; ‘ p 

I ‘Fig. 2 is :2,‘ side‘eleva‘tlonal ‘-view thereof; 
Fig.‘ 3. is an enlarged Lfreig-mentary t‘opsplan sview 

thezzeof showing additionel'l details of twonyspzzocket 
‘and chain assemblies forming a part ‘of said novel 
iieeol construction‘ and constructed in ,accoicdance 
with the tea‘chings of the present invention; 

Fig.4 is an enlarged fragmentaijy‘top‘ plan .v'ie ' 
showing pollspsecl 11“ g ‘passing around ‘a 
sprocket; ' 

‘.Fis- .5 is e iur'ther enlarged :?esmentarytop 
(plan ‘View showing the collapsible lug of “the 
ipnesent ‘invention biased .to its normal ‘(position 

i lrssnest so the ‘chain ‘with ‘which it is‘ assem 

Fig- ‘ 7 is enlvemsresd 's?q?i?lnhl elevation taken 
ssnsrellyhlons the line 1+1 hf Pie 3., showhis 
the hi1 nhslrsinrwhichs ssmhnd is sprocket me? 
be mounted en idler shah; 

; Eig- -»8 is a irsemshtsry shlslzeed sectional 
81st 1.011 taksheenerslly along the line ‘Es-‘.8 ‘10f 
‘Rig. showing details ‘of the collapsible lug con 
.strllc?ihn; 

-‘_F,ig. '9 “is lanienlanged téagmentary sectional 
‘plan! wiewssken-eensislly elone the line £9=.—"9"o‘f 
‘Fis- =6, showing [additional details “of thscdllspsi 

sFis- ~10 a bottom plan view-‘of a renewed 
‘ sprocket: 

shrine; 
-;~.F.'ig- vv1211s as top rnlan view‘ 2f is ‘removes? dink 

slats; 
:Fis- 1:3‘is :ssside elevationazl iiisweofthe removed 

.11; ‘ans 
_.@F.ig.114 ism side elevstienel new hfas res-nosed 

this member 
hReienring :to the ",dnawiq gs more qlpartieularly 

‘:by‘ ‘inference :numenels, 115 indicates 1.;generel1y; gs, 



'plate section 26 and 
the shape of the latterbeing best shown in Fig. 9, 

*thelug-like portion 30. 

'14). 

'porate therein a 

‘link plate |2| (Fig. 12). 
' 2| which is opposite to‘the special link plate |2| 

"as best shown in Fig. 
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feed construction built in accordance with the 
teachings of the present invention and incorpo 
rated as part of a diagrammatically illustrated 
carton flap sealing machine I!) (Fig. 1). The 
feed construction |5 includes collapsible lugs 16 
assembled with a link chain 11 for engagement 
with cartons I8 for propulsion through the ma 
chine l9. ‘ v 

The link chain l1, with which a plurality of 
collapsible lugs 16 are assembled, is preferably 
of the roller type in which riveted link assemblies 
28 are connected by pairs of 
shown in Fig. 6. This type of chain is well 
known, and the addition‘of the collapsible lug 
|6 of the present invention thereto requires the 
removal of certain parts, the reworking of others, 
and the addition of elements, as will appear. 
Each collapsible lug l6 includes a lug member 

25 which embraces a portion of the chain 
(Figs. 5, 6, 8, 9, and 14). This lug member 25 
‘may be of any appropriate metal and may be 
‘cast, forged, or otherwise formed to the shape 
as shown in the several views of the drawing. 
Thus, the lug member 25 is seen to comprise 
parallel upper and lower plate sections 26 and 
21 connected by a yoke section 28. As best 
shown in Fig. 5, the upper plate section 26 differs 
vifrom the lower plate section 21 in that it is ex 
tended to include a cam engaging portion 29 
‘having a depending ‘lug-like portion 38‘forming 
a perpendicular offset‘ face 3|. Both the upper 

the lower plate section 21, 

include straight forward edge portions 34 
adapted to extend perpendicularly to the chain 
|1 when the collapsible lug ‘I6 is in vits normal 
biased position, as Will appear. It will also be 
‘observed from Fig. 5 that the forward edges 34 

plan of the face 3| of 
Additionally, the upper 

and lower plate sections 26 and 21 each have an 

are perpendicular to the 

outwardly disposed edge portion 35 which is 
'rearwardly inclined toward the chain‘ l1 when 
a the lug H5 is in its normal biased position. 

The yoke section 28 connecting the upper and 
'lower plate sections 26 and 21 may be plate-like 
in form, and has a groove 36 formed in an inner 

" face '31 intermediate the upper and lower sec 
tions 26 and 21 and parallel thereto (Figs. 9 and 

Coaxial bores 48 and 4| are formedin the 
upper and lower plate sections 26 and 21, re 

f spectively, and each receives a press-?tted bush 
ing 42, ‘as’ best shown in Fig. 8. Additionally, 
the upperplate section 26 contains a hole or 
aperture 43 for a'purpose to be described.‘ 
In preparing the chain H to receive a lug l6, 

one ofthelink plates 2| is reworked to incor 
relatively large aperture 45 and 

to form a special 
the link plate 

a relatively small aperture 46 
Similarly, 

is reworked to incorporate therein a threaded 
aperture 41 so as to form a special link plate 22|, 

8. It will be observed that 
the threaded aperture 41 in the special link plate 
l22| is coaxial with the aperture 45 in the special 
link plate |2| so‘ as threadedly to receive a pin 
48 inserted through the aperture 45 and extend 
ing between the special link plates l2| and22l. 

' With the special link plates l2| and 22! formed 
as described, an appropriate chain pin similar to 
the pin 58 in Fig. 8 may be withdrawn and the 
lug member 25 emplaced so as to embrace the 
plates 121 ‘and HI, and a special .pin 5| substi 
tuted for the withdrawn ‘pin. HIIt is- to- be. noted - 

link plates 2 I, as best . 

IT 

in 

15 

20 

25 

. tion 30 with an edge 

' of the special link plate 

4 
that, in the depicted embodiment, the lug mem 
ber 25 including the bushings 42 is pivotable on 
the special pin 5|, as are also the several en 
gaged elements of the link assembly 20, the pin 
5| being retained by press-?tted engagement with 
the special link plates I21 and 22|, respectively. 
Thus mounted, the lug member 25 is clearly mov 
able from a propelling position, as best shown in 
Figs. 5 and 9, to a collapsed position, best shown in 
'Fig. 4, the propelling position being determined 
by abutment of the face 3| of the lug-like por 

55 of the special link plate 
l2l and the collapsed position being determined 
by ?ush abutment of the inner surface 31 of the 
yoke section 28 with both an opposite edge 56 

I21 and with an edge 
51 of the special .link plate 22 |. 
A torsion spring 68, formed as clearly shown 

in‘F'igs. 11 and 13, is mounted on the pin 48 
with a bent portion 6| inserted in the relatively 
small aperture 46 in the special link 'plate I2| 
and with a substantially straight portion 62 dis 
posed in the groove 38 in the yoke section 28 of 
the lug member 25. A collar 63 secured-to the 
pin 48 by means of a setscrew 64 retains the 
spring 60 in appropriate position adjacent the 
special link plate I2 I. Thus mounted, the spring 
68 is effective to bias the lug member 25 to its 

‘ propelling position, as previously described. It 
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.cent teeth of the sprocket 18, 

'port- 8| mounts a spacer 

will be observed that the access hole 43 in the 
upper plate section 26 of the lug member 25 fa 
cilitates the insertion of the pin 48 after the lug 
member 25 is itselfv assembled with the chain I6. 
To accommodate the pin 48, the spring 60 and 

the collar 63 of the collapsible lugs l6, two 
sprockets 10, having a tooth pattern, as clearly 
depicted in Fig. 10, are provided for each chain 
l1, and the several collapsible lugs 16 associated 
with each chain l1 are spaced a predetermined 
number of links- apart so as to cause these said 
parts disposed between the plates HI and MI 
to be disposed in one of the several wide spaces 
1| as each lug l6 moves around a sprocket 18. 
In the depicted embodiment, each sprocket 16 

> has a tooth pattern based upon a total of 24 
teeth, with each fourth tooth being removed down 
to the root circle, and the collapsible lugs ls'are 
spaced fourteen links apart in the chain l1. 
With the chain pitch such as to span two adja 

the spaces 1| are 

in position to accommodate the aforementioned 
parts of the lugs l6 as the latter passes around 
the sprocket. . ' ' 

Of the two sprockets 10 employed for each 
chain l1 used in the machine 18, one drives the 
chain l1 and the other acts as an idler. Thus, 
each sprocket 10 may have av relatively large 
bore 15 and an adjacent bolt face 16, the latter 
being adapted to receive an adapter (not shown) 
for connection with a rotatable shaft where the 
sprocket 1!! acts in a driving capacity. ' ' ' 

When the sprocket 18 is used as anidler, it 
may be mounted as clearly shown in Fig. '7 where 
in a stationary shaft 88 is mounted in a shaft 
support 8| and rigidly secured therein by means 
of setscrews 82. As is clear from Fig. '1, a bear 
ing plate 83 resting on an upperface of “the sup 

84, of brass or the like, 
which, in turn, supports a retainer 85 secured 
by bolts to the bolt face 16 of the; sprocket 18. 
A retaining collar 85 is disposed within the bore 
15 of the sprocket 18 and is secured to the‘shaft 
88 by vsetscrews. ‘The retainer 85' is-‘rotata'ble 
between the spacer .84. and ,collar. 86,,thus proYid 



‘scribed. Clearly, 

‘ing ‘for free rotation "of :the'sprocket "It about the 
‘shaft 8B. 
in ‘is desirable "thatthe collapsible lugs rs be in 

‘collapsed positions as they approach and move 
into‘the Tpath of travel of the containers ||~8 to 
‘avoid possible puncture "of ‘out of positionc'ar 
"tons through a normal angular approach. This 
“is ‘achieved “as v‘is best shown in Figs. ‘and ""7. n 
cam member so ‘of phenolite or the like is se 
cured to a_ cam'hu‘b *91 appropriately‘secured to 
‘the‘shaft 188. v is ciear‘trom ‘Fig 4, ‘the cam 
contacting "portion '29 "of the lug ‘members =25 will 
engage an arcu'a-te edge =92 lot the “camiSO during 
the ‘travel or the ‘lug member ‘25 around the 
sprocket it. as each lug ‘It, however, arrives ‘ 

‘position properly "to engage a. container l8, 
thejcam "c‘ontactingmortion ‘2-9 v"reaches "a "substan 
tially ?at ‘edge ;portion 1'93 of the cam ‘90., thereby 
permitting ‘the spring 460 to bias the‘lugrmemiber 
125 ‘to ‘its propelling position. 

Operation 
‘is ‘evident from“ the foregoing ‘description, 

the lcollapsible lug ‘t8 is automatic infitsioperation 
in that it is continuously‘biased towards its pro- ' 
polling: position. (During predeterminedportions 
of its path of travel, however, as ‘for example, in 
‘its passagecaround the sprocket ‘in in approach 
‘ing the‘ path for travel ‘of .the containers l8, it 
may be caused to assume a depressed or :non 
propelling position ‘:by 'the cam action above ide 

additional cams sof appropri 
ate shape maybe providedat other points along 
.the‘path of theilugs aliii'ldesired. 
‘When :a plurality of collapsible lugs 16 are ‘as 

.sembled ‘with chains :illgas'rshownxiin Figs. 1 and 
'2, .lfor {the purpose :or propelling containers it 
through a carton sealer machine 19,, it ‘is ap 
parent that ‘the lcolla‘psib‘le lugs it‘ will engage 
lithe rear ends rof the" containers 1.8 only when the 
containers I18 haveradvanced .far enough ‘along 
;'‘a conveyor :35 or the tlike‘fo'r the lug members 25 
‘1.130 @r‘eassume ‘their propelling rpositions :after pass 

‘‘ ing :around the idler sprocket v:"lil. vIf, for :exam 
pin, a container 13 has :advanced :only to :a posi 
iti'o‘n wherein an approaching ing to :engages the 
.side 10f .thesconta'mer lap-the lug .irnember ‘255 will 
‘remain in ;a depressed, position‘ :and will slide 
‘:along thefside i of theccontainer vIll without dam 
age thereto. If, for :any‘ reason, it be ‘desired 
manually :to advance a container l8 through the 
machine ‘is at a speed greater than that of the 
chains"! 1., #or while:the;feed construction. I5 is at 
rest, the “collapsible construction ofthe lugs I6 
permits this ‘to ‘be done without ‘damage to the‘ 
container l8. 
‘--‘Clearly, there has ‘been provided a vf'f'eed con 

struction -'wh-ieh ful?lls “the objects and. advan 
tages sought therefor. 

‘It to "be understood that ‘the foregoing de 
1scription and the accompanying vdrawings have 
"been given only by way of illustration :andex 
Fampl'e. @It ‘is also to ‘be understood that ‘changes 
in form of the elements, rearrangement of parts, 
and substitution of equivalent elements, which 
will be obvious to those skilled in the art, are con 
templated as within the scope of the present in 
vention which is limited only by the claims which 
follow. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A collapsible lug container feed construc 

tion comprising, in combination, a pair of mov 
able chains disposed in spaced relation and hav 
ing adjacent runs in parallel, a plurality of lug 
members mounted on each chain so as to be op 

10 
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'positely paired with ‘their respective counter 
parts ‘on the other chain, said lug membersbeing 
individually pivotable between a ‘propelling ‘posi 
t‘i-on and a collapsed position, a face portionon 
each lug member, said face ‘portions heingin per. 
pendicular extension from their respective chain's 
when-"said lug members are in propelling posi 
tion, individual yieldable means engaging each 
lug member respectively‘lfor biasing :the same-to. 
‘ward its propelling position, rotatable sprocket 
means for each chain, supporting means for :the 

‘ sprocket ‘means, and means mounted on said sup; 
porting ‘means for engagement with said lug 
members for moving the same relative .to the 
chains against the action of said biasing‘ means. 

A ‘collapsible lug container feed construc 
tion comprising, in combination, .a pair oi’ mov 
able chains disposed in spaced relation and hav 
ing adjacent runs in parallel, a pluralityliof lug 
members lmountedlon each chain so as ‘to .be‘cp 
positely paired with their respective counter. 
parts on the other chain, .said .lug membersbe 
ing individually pivotable between a propelling 
‘position and a collapsed position, a face portion 
on each‘lug member, said ‘face portions being in 
perpendicular extension from their respective 
chains when said lug members are in propelling 
‘position, resilient means biasing each lug mem 
ber ‘toward its propelling position, ‘rotatable 
sprocket means for each chain, said sprocket 
means including a toothed sprocket v‘for ‘each 
chain, said toothed sprockets having ‘non-inni 
‘formly spaced teeth providing a ,pluralitytof wide 
spaces at the root circle ,thereof for 'neceiving 
portions of said biasing means, and cam means 
e'ngageable with .each of said lug members for 
moving the same to its collapsed position. , 

13. A collapsible lug container feed construc 
tion comprising, in combination, a pair of mov 

, able chains (disposed in .spacedrelation and hav 
ing adjacent runs in parallel, a ,pluralityof lug 
members mounted on each chain so as to ,belop 
'positely'paired with their respectivecounterparts 
on ‘the other chain, said lug members being in 

" dividua'lly .pivotable ‘between ‘a propelling posi 
tion "and a collapsed position, a face portion on 
‘each lug :member, said ‘face portions being in per 
pendicular outward extension from ‘ their respec 
tivercha'ins when said lug members are in pro 
spelling position, acam contacting "portion. on each 
lug member, said cam contacting portions hav 
ing ai'maximum inward extension :from their ‘re 
spective chains when said lugs are in ‘propelling 
position, resilient ‘means biasing ‘each lug ‘mem 
ber vtoward its propelling position, rotatable 
sprocket means for each chain, said sprocket 
means including a toothed sprocket foriveach 
chain, ‘said toothed sprockets ‘having non-uni 
“formly spaced teeth providing-a pluralityo'f wide 
spaces :at the root circle thereof for receiving 
portions ‘of ‘said biasing means, and cam means 
'engageable with each “of said lug ‘members for 
moving the ‘same to‘ ‘its collapsed ‘position. ‘ 

4. A collapsible lug container feed construction 
comprising, in combination, a pair of movable 
chains disposed in spaced relation and having 
adjacent runs in parallel, a plurality of lug mem 
bers mounted on each chain so as to be oppo 
sitely paired with their respective counterparts 
on the other chain, said lug members being in 
dividually pivotable between a propelling posi 
tion and a collapsed position, a face portion on 
each lug member, said face portions being in 
perpendicular extension from their respective 
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chains when said lug members are in propelling 
position, an edge portion on each lug member 
inclined rearwardly from the outer end of the 
face portion to the respective chains when said 
lug members are in propelling position, resilient 
means biasing each lug member toward its pro— 
pelling position, rotatable sprocket means for 
each chain, said sprocket means including a 
toothed sprocket for each chain, said toothed 
sprockets having non-uniformly spaced teeth 
providing a plurality of wide spaces at the root 
circle thereof for receiving portions of said bias 
ing means, and cam means engageable with each 
of said lug members for moving the same to its 
collapsed position. 

5. In a collapsible lug container feed construc 
tion, in combination, a link 
pivotally connected to the chain, a face portion 
on the lug member for propelling engagement 0 
with a carton or the like, an inclined edge portion 
on the lug member for non-propelling engage 
ment with a carton or the like, spring means for 
disposing said face portion in a propelling posi 
tion only in the absence of said non-propelling 
engagement, and cam 
lug member for disposing said face 
non-propelling position. 

6. In a collapsible lug container feed construc 
tion, in combination, a link chain, a lug member 
comprising a pair of parallel plate sections con 
nected by. a yoke section, means pivotally con 
necting each of said plate sections to the chain, 
an offset face on one of the plate sections engage 

portion in a 

able with the chain for de?ning a propelling “ 
position of the lug member and for maintaining ' 
the lug member against pivotal movement due to 
a propelling load reaction, means biasing the lug 
member toward said propelling position, and cam 
engageable means on one of the plate sections 
for moving the lug member against the action 
of said biasing means to a non-propelling po 

sition. 
7. In a collapsible lug container feed construc 

tion, in combination, a link chain, a lug member 
comprising a pair of parallel plate sections con 
nected by a yoke section, means pivotally con 
necting each of said plate sections to the chain, 
an offset face on one of the plate sections engage 
able with the chain for defining a propelling po 
sition of the lug member and for maintaining 
the lug member against pivotal movement due to 
a propelling load reaction, means biasing the lug 
member toward said propelling position, a face 
portion on the lug member, an edge portion on 
the lug member, said face and edge portions re 
spectively de?ning planes normal to and inclined 
to the chain when the lug member is in propelling 
position, and cam engageable means on one of 
the plate sections for moving the lug member 
against the action of said biasing means tov a 
non-propelling position in which the plane de 
?ned by said edge portion is parallel to the chain. 

8. In a collapsible lug container feed construc 

chain, a lug member 

engageable means on the e 

L, 

45 

60 

tion, in combination, a movable link chain hav 
ing a pair of special link plates disposed in paral 
lel and a special pin replacing a standard chain 
pin, a lug member embracing the special link 
plates and pivotally connected to the special pin, 
spring means disposed between the link plates 
and connected to at least one of the same, said 
spring means being also in engagement with the 
lug member for biasing the latter toward a pre 
determined propelling position, ?xed stop means 
on the lug member for limiting the biased pivotal 
movement of the same, said, stop means being 
adapted to absorb a propelling loa-d reaction, and 
cam means on the lug member for moving the 
latter from said propelling position. 

9. In a collapsible lug container feed construc 
tion, in combination, a movable link chain, a ro 
tatable sprocket for the chain, stationary means 
for supporting the sprocket, a stationary cam 
mounted on the supporting means, a lug member 
pivotally connected to the chain, means on the 
lug member engageable with the chain for de 
?ning a propelling position and an alternate non 
propelling position of the lug member, means 
acting between the chain and the lug member 
for biasing the latter toward said propelling po 
sition, and a cam engaging portion on the lug 
member for engaging said stationary cam for 
movement of the lug member toward said non 
propelling position. 

10. In a collapsible lug container feed con 
struction, in combination, a movable link chain 
having a pair of special link plates disposed in 
parallel and a special pin replacing a standard 
chain pin, a lug member embracing the special 
link plates and pivotally connected to the special 
pin, spring means ‘ disposed between the link 
plates and connected to at least one of the same, 

2 said spring means being also in engagement with 
‘ the lug member for biasing the latter toward a 
predetermined propelling position, a rotatable 
sprocket for the chain having non-uniformly 
spaced teeth providing a wide space for receiving 
said spring means during movement of the lug 
member therearound, stationary means for sup 
porting the sprocket, a stationary cam mounted 
on the supporting means, and a cam engaging 
portion on the lug member for engaging said 
stationary cam for movement of the lug member 
from said propelling position. 

_ MORRIS P. NEAL. 
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